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UNIT 20: BIOLOGY/Genetics 

Evolution. A Guide for Not-Yet Perplexed 
 

 

 
New Vocabulary 
poll 
spiny anteater 
stretches 
 

Specialised 
Vocabulary 
evolution, genomes 
DNA sequencing 
natural selection 
genetic code 
common origin 
scientific fact 
progressive change 
 

Word family:  
Compelling/ly 
compel 
compelled 
 

Uncountable Nouns 
evidence 
information 
news 
means 
physics 
genetics 
 

Opposite pairs 
jawed/ jawless 
unicellular/ multicellular  

 

 
Preparing to read: What do you think about Darwin’s theory of species 
evolution? Could you find a balance between its main principles and 
the religious ones based on God’s creation of the universe? 
 
 

It will soon be 200 years since the birth of Charles Darwin and 150 years 

since the publication of On the Origin of Species, perhaps the most 

important book ever written. In it Darwin outlined an idea that many still 

find shocking: that all life on Earth, including us humans, evolved through 

natural selection. Darwin presented compelling evidence for evolution in 

On the Origin and since his time the case has become utterly 

overwhelming. Countless fossil discoveries have allowed us to trace the 

evolution of today’s organisms from earlier forms. DNA sequencing has 

confirmed beyond any doubt that all living creatures share a common 

origin. Innumerable examples of evolution in action can be seen all around 

us, from the famous pollution-matching pepper moth to the emergence of 

diseases such as AIDS and H5N1 bird flu. Evolution is as firmly established 

a scientific fact as the roundness of the Earth. Yet despite the ever-growing 

mountain of evidence, most people around the world are not taught the truth 

about evolution, if they are taught about it all. Even in the UK, the 

birthplace of Darwin, one recent poll suggests less than half the population 

accepts evolution. When asked what would disprove evolution, the 

biologist J.B.S. Haldane famously growled: „Fossil rabbits in the 

Precambrian.” What he meant was that evolution predicts a progressive 

change over time in the millions of fossils unearthed around the world: 

multicellular organisms should come after unicellular ones; jawed fish 

should come after jawless ones, and so on. All it would take is one or two 

exceptions to challenge the theory. If the first fossil amphibians were older 

than the first fossil fish, for example, it would show that amphibians could 

not have evolved from fish. No such exceptions have ever been found 

anywhere. The discovery of a mammal-bird hybrid, such as feathered 

rabbit, could also disprove evolution. There are animals with a mixture of 

mammalian and reptilian features- such as the spiny anteater- and there are 

fossils with a mixture of bird and reptilian features, such as the toothy 

archaeopteryx. But no animals have a mixture of mammalian and bird 

features. This is exactly what would expect if birds and mammals evolved 

from separate groups of reptiles, whereas there is no reason why a 

„designer” would not have mixed up these features, creating mammals with 

feathers and bird-like lungs, or furry, breastfeeding ostriches. A young 

Earth would also be a problem for evolution, since evolution by natural 

selection requires vast stretches of time – „deep time” – as Darwin 

realised.  

  
 

Michael LE PAGE, “Evolution. A guide for not-yet perplexed”, NewScientist, Vol. 

198, no 2652, 19 April 2008,p. 25-26. 
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Section I 
VOCABULARY ACTIVITIES 

  
I. REUTILISING WORDS. Read the text once again and find reasons that 
could disprove evolution. Then look up in a dictionary and give 
definitions to the following specialised terms: 
1. Genetic code means....................................................................................... 

2. Genome means…………………………………………………………….. 

3. Natural selection means................................................................................ 

4. DNA sequencing means........................................................................................................................ 

5. Species evolution is…………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. Multicellular organisms are…………………………………………………………………………… 

7. Progressive change means...................................................................................................................... 

8. A scientific fact means........................................................................................................................... 

9. A spiny anteater is…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

10. A poll is………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

II. OPPOSITE PAIRS AND WORD FAMILIES. Read the following sentences and find the opposite 
pairs. Write them separately and note down their word families in the table below. 
 

1. Countless experiments, both planned and unplanned, show that organisms of all kinds evolve when 

their environment is altered. 

2. Organisms are identical or differ only slightly even between species that appear very different.  

3. Multicellular organisms should come after unicellular ones as well as jawed fish should come after 

jawless ones.  
 
1

st
 opposite pair 2

nd
 opposite pair 3

rd
 opposite pair 4th opposite pair 

Model: 

planned/unplanned 

to plan, planning, plan, 

planner,  

   
 
 
 
 

 
 
III. WORD FAMILY. Find in your text the right meaning of the word compelling and choose 
between a or b then fill in the sentences below using: compel, compelling, compellingly, 
compelled. 
 

a. a reason/argument making one believe/accept it because it is so strong 

b. very exciting/interesting and making one want to watch or listen 

 

1. His scientific study made a…………….reading.  

2. He was speaking about his research results with an authority that…………..the attention of the 

students. 

3. His ideas were………………..attractive and changed forever the theories about species evolution. 

4. Then one of his students sent him a letter because he felt ………………to tell him how much he 

enjoyed his lectures. 

5. He felt a  ………………..need to do further research in the field of Genetics. 
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Section II   
LANGUAGE FOCUS 

 
I. PRESENT PERFECT ACTIVE/PASIVE. Notice the following sentences 
in your text which contain a Present Perfect occurrence expressing a 
duration-up-to-a-present. Change them from the active voice into the 
passive: (See G: V.2. 3) 
Model: On the Origin of Species is perhaps one of the most important books 

ever written. (books which have ever been written). 

1. Darwin presented compelling evidence for evolution and since his time the 

case has become utterly overwhelming 

2. Countless fossil discoveries have allowed us to trace the evolution of today’s organisms from earlier 

forms.  

3. DNA sequencing has confirmed beyond any doubt that all living creatures share a common origin. 

5. Genomic research has revealed that all living creatures store and translate information using the 

same genetic code. 

 

1.………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 
II. ADJECTIVES AND COMPARITIVES OF EQUALITY: SIMILES. They are set expressions of 
likeness between two different items linked by as. Read the following sentence taken from your 
text and then describe a research laboratory using the similes below: (See G: IV) 
Evolution is as firmly established a scientific fact as the roundness of the Earth 
 
1. as busy as a bee   6. as slippery as an eel 

2. as cool as a cucumber   7. as silent as a grave 

3. as fit as a fiddle   8. as like as two peas 

4. as clean as a new pit   9. as stubborn as a mule 

5. as clear as crystal   10. as regular as clockwork 

 
III. ADJECTIVES/QUANTIFIERS AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS. The following words can not be 
counted, they are always singular and they have a singular form of the verb. Don’t use indefinite 
articles (a/an) in front of adjectives and use quantifiers (partitives) to make the noun plural: a 
piece of, a pile of, a set of, an item of, a word of, a stroke of, a large amount of. Make the 
necessary changes in the sentences below: (See G: II) 
1.evidence: The scientist presented compelling evidence for evolution in his book. 

2.information: That is very useful information  

3.money:  They need money to pursue their long-term research. 

4. advice:  Take her advice and attend these lectures on Genetics. 

5. furniture: They  have bought new furniture for their plant science  laborabory. 

6. rubbish:  Biohazard rubbish must be collected in special tanks. 

7. knowledge: Knowledge in this science would turn you into a valuable scientist. 

8. equipment/ research : This is the equipment we use for our research project in the lab.  

9. progress/ work: They are making progress with their research and  they will soon publish the 

results. 
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Section III  
TEXT STRUCTURE 

 
I. ORGANISING SENTENCES. The words in the following sentences have 
been mixed up. Reorganise them in the correct order to make sense. 
(See G: C) 
 

1. studies/have/ genomic/ revealed/ the/ work/ that/ essentially/ all/ same/ 

living/ creatures/ in /way/ 

2. conditions/ organisms/ have/ roles/ able/ adapt/changing/ designed/ to/ 

particular/ they/ been/ for/ are/ to/and/themselves/ 

3. all/organisms/of/evolve/ environment / when/ altered/ their/ is/ provided/ abrupt/the/ not /changes/ 

too/are/kinds/ 

4. feathered/ also/the/ could /discovery /disprove /of/ a/ as /mammal-bird/ such / hybrid /rabbit / 

evolution/ 

5. fact/ evolution/ scientific/is/ roundness/as/ firmly/ a/ established/ as/ Earth /the/ of/the/ 

6. in/ be/innumerable/ evolution / us /examples/ action/ of /can / all / seen/ around/  

7. with/ a /there/ and/ are/ mixture/ features /animals/ reptilian/ of /mammalian/  

8. two /all/ theory/ it/ is/ would/ exceptions/take/ one/ challenge/or/ to/ the/  

9. evolved/all/selection/ life/including/earth/us/on/ through/ humans/ natural/Earth  

10. the / taught/ the /most/ are /about / truth /people/ evolution/ around/ not/world/  

 

II.  ORGANISING TEXT. The six sentences in the following paragraph have been mixed up. 
Find their logical order and organise the whole text. Re-write the coherent paragraph in the right-
hand column of the table below. (See G: C) 
 

Jumbled sentences Coherent paragraph 

(1)Huge chunks of this information are 

identical or differ only slightly even between 

species that appear very different. (2)Instead, 

countless experiments, both planned and 

unplanned, show that organisms of all kinds 

evolve when their environment is altered, 

provided the changes are not too abrupt. 

(3)The explosion of genomic research, 

however, has revealed that all living 

creatures work in essentially the same way: 

they store and translate information using the 

same genetic code, with only a few minor 

variations in the most primitive organisms. 

(4)Not only that, if organisms had been 

designed for particular roles, they might be 

unable to adapt to changing conditions. 

(5) Your DNA consists largely of millions of 

defunct copies of parasitic DNA. (6) What’s 

more, the genomes of complex creatures 

reveal a lack of any intelligence or foresight. 

 

 

III. Now listen to the audio text and check whether you have made a right choice while 
organising the paragraph in II.  


